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This publication is provided for nonresident instruction only.  It reflects the current thought of this school and 
conforms to published Department of the Army doctrine as closely as possible.

Users of this publication are encouraged to recommend changes and submit comments for its improvement.  
Comments should be keyed to the specific page and line of text to which the change is recommended.  Reasons 
will be provided for each comment to ensure understanding and complete evaluation.  Comments should be 
prepared using DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) and forwarded directly 
to: Commandant, USAOMMCS, ATTN: ATSK-TC, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35897-6600.
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INTRODUCTION

A basic load is the ammunition that a unit must have on hand to be ready for combat.  Tactical units are 
required to maintain serviceable basic loads on vehicles or in approved storage facilities.  One of your duties as an 
ammunition inspector in the QA/QC section of an ammunition company may be to make the annual inspection of 
a unit's basic load.  This involves inspecting ammunition, its storage, and the security of the storage-tasks covered 
in other subcourses.  As part of the inspection, you must compare entries on basic load documentation and verify 
their accuracy.  You may also be called on to provide technical assistance, because most units lack professional 
knowledge in the proper storage, care, preservation, and safety of ammunition.  Another task you may be required 
to do is compute the unit basic load.  This subcourse provides instruction on these last three aspects of the 
ammunition inspector's job.

Task.  This subcourse consists of one lesson based on the following task from STP 9-55X34-SM-TG: 093-
404-3173, Perform Unit Basic Load Inspection of Class V Material.

Objectives.  When you have completed this subcourse, you should be able to describe the administrative 
procedures to follow when inspecting a unit's basic load; name the forms required for basic load accountability, 
state what each is used for, and verify the accuracy of entries; describe what is meant by technical assistance; and 
compute a unit's basic load.

Conditions.  You will have this subcourse book and will work without supervision.  There are no 
supplementary requirements in material or personnel for this subcourse.

Standard.  You must score at least 75 on the end-of-subcourse examination (answer 12 of the 15 questions 
correctly).

Credit Hours.  Three credit hours will be awarded for the successful completion of this subcourse.

Administrative Instructions

Change Sheets.  If a change sheet has been sent to you with this subcourse, be sure you post the changes in 
the book before starting the subcourse.

Errors on TSC Form 59.  Before you begin this subcourse, make sure that the information already typed on 
your TSC Form 59 (ACCP Examination Response Sheet) is correct.  You will find the correct subcourse number 
and subcourse edition number on the front cover of this book.  If any of the information on your TSC Form 59 is 
incorrect, write to:

The Army Institute for Professional Development (IPD) 
US Army Training Support Center
Newport News, VA 23628-0001

A new, correctly filled-out form will be sent to you.  Do not correct the form yourself or send it to IPD.
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Questions, Changes, Corrections.  If you have questions about enrollment or other administrative matters, 
write to IPD.  If a change occurs or a correction needs to be made in your status (name, grade, rank, address, unit 
of assignment, etc.), notify IPD as soon as possible.  These kinds of changes or corrections can be sent along on a 
separate sheet of paper with your completed TSC Form 59.

Correspondence with IPD.  In any correspondence with IPD, always write your name, Social Security 
Number, and the school code of your enrollment on each page.

Grading and Certification Instructions

When you have completed the subcourse, review any of the material covered that you are not sure of.  Then 
take the end-of-subcourse examination.  When you have completed the examination in the book, you must 
transfer your answers to TSC Form 59.  The instructions on the form itself tell you how to mark your answers on 
it.  Follow the instructions carefully.

Once you have transferred your answers to the TSC Form 59, fold the form as it was folded when sent to you.  
Do not staple or mutilate this form!  Place the form in the self-addressed envelope provided and mail it to IPD.  
No postage is needed.  TSC Form 59 is the only material that you are required to return to IPD.  If you return it as 
soon as you have completed this subcourse, you will get your next subcourse sooner.

Grading.  The highest score possible on the end-of-subcourse examination is 100.  The grade structure for all 
ACCP subcourses is given below:

Superior 95-100
Excellent 85-94
Satisfactory 75-84
Unsatisfactory 0-74

Your TSC Form 59 will be machine graded, and you will be notified of the results.  Your grade on the 
examination will be your grade for the subcourse.  No credit is given for grades below satisfactory (75).

Certificates.  When you have completed the subcourse successfully, IPD will send you a subcourse 
completion certificate.  Keep it with your other personal copies of personnel material.  Subcourse completion 
certificates can be used to support accreditation and other personnel actions.

* * * IMPORTANT NOTICE * * *

THE PASSING SCORE FOR ALL ACCP MATERIAL IS NOW 70%.

PLEASE DISREGARD ALL REFERENCE TO THE 75% REQUIREMENT.
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UNIT BASIC LOAD INSPECTION

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

Before Inspecting

When the time for a unit's annual basic load inspection approaches, make an inspection appointment with the 
commander of the unit you will be inspecting.  Ask the S4 (supply officer) of the unit's battalion to send you a list 
of the Department of Defense Ammunition Codes (DODACs) for the company.  Then gather the publications you 
will need to take with you to the unit-supply bulletins and technical manuals for the DODACs maintained by the 
company and TM 9-1300-206, which provides quantity distance (QD) requirements and fire and safety standards.

Prior to your inspection appointment, go to the S4 of the unit's battalion.  Tell the S4 who you are and why 
you are there.  Say you want to see the property book, which is made up of copies of DA Form 3328, to look up 
the Class V material the unit to be inspected has signed for.  Make a list of these items and take it with you to the 
unit.

When you arrive at the unit, report to the unit commander punctually.  Request the unit's standing operating 
procedures (SOP); the last ammunition inspection report; DA Form 2064 (Document Register for Supply 
Actions); storage waivers, if any; and all the unit's ammunition documents:

 DA Form 581 (Request for Issue and Turn-In of Ammunition).  Used to request or turn in ammunition.  This 
is the source document used to make up the property book pages (DA Forms 3328).  A sample DA Form 581 
is given in Figure 1.

 DA Form 2062 (Hand Receipt/Annex Number).  Used by the hand receipt holder as a sub-hand receipt for 
ammunition in subordinate units, in this case, letter companies of the battalion.  The battalion S4 should have 
filled out a DA Form 2062 for each action.  A sample DA Form 2062 is given in Figure 2.

 DA Form 3328 (Property Record).  Used for accountability purposes.  A separate Property Record is required 
for each type of ammunition on hand; together they make up the property book.  A sample DA Form 3328 is 
given in Figure 3.

 DA Form 3328-1 (Serial/Registration Number Record).  Used as a continuation form in the property book for 
items consisting of serial numbers or lot numbers, or both.  A sample DA Form 3328-1 is given in Figure 4.

 Unit table of organization and equipment (TOE)/modified TOE (MTOE).  Used to verify personnel and 
weapons authorized to the unit.  See TOE 09064H100 Section III, in Figure 5.

 Basic Load Requirements sheet.  Used to determine the requirements by type of weapon and ammunition per 
weapon.  See the example in Figure 6.

Also request the assistance of any personnel (to help move, handle, and repack ammunition items) you will 
need while you are conducting the inspection.  Advise the unit commander that you will render any on-the-spot 
technical assistance required.
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Figure 1.  DA Form 581 (Request for Issue and Turn-In of Ammunition).
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Figure 2.  DA Form 2062 (Hand Receipt/Annex Number).
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Figure 3.  DA Form 3328 (Property Record).
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Figure 4.  DA Form 3328-1 (Serial/Registration Number Record).
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Figure 5.  Table of Organization and Equipment 09064H100, Section III.
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Figure 6.  Extract of a Basic Load Requirements Sheet.
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Figure 6.  Extract of a Basic Load Requirements Sheet (Continued).
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Inspecting

Go to the ammunition storage area and inspect the unit's stored items, storage procedures, and safety 
measures.  This will include the unit's procedures for transporting ammunition, handling training ammunition (if 
applicable), and turning in ammunition.

When you inspect a unit's basic load, you also inspect the way documentation has been completed.  A unit's 
documentation often reflects how well the company carries out the other phases of ammunition handling.

Ammunition documentation is inspected to ensure that the information is correct on all the forms, that 
accountability is being maintained, and that an audit trail exists for the ammunition being maintained.

As you go through the various documents and after you determine that like entries are consistent among them, 
write the following information for each item on your notepad:

 National Stock Number (NSN) and Department of Defense Identification Code (DODIC).  The NSN 
identifies the particular item of ammunition requested.  The DODIC identifies the interchangeability of the 
ammunition.

 Item description, or nomenclature.  This is the name by which the ammunition is recognized within the supply 
system.

 Lot number.  The ammunition lot number is an essential part of identifying ammunition and must be 
maintained in order to preserve lot integrity.  It is how ammunition that is suspended or restricted is identified.

 Quantity issued or received.  This is the amount of ammunition received by the company from the 
ammunition supply point (ASP) or turned in by the company to the ASP by lot number.

 Document number.

Use this information as you inspect the actual items in storage to verify that the listed items are on hand.  Any 
discrepancies you find in the property book, such as incorrect lot number, NSN, nomenclature, or quantities 
should be corrected at the time of the inspection.  Record them on your notepad to be put in the basic load 
inspection report you will make later.  Be sure to note any safety violations.

Unit basic load documentation forms (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4) contain the following information in common: 
the document number, the NSN and DODIC, the item description, the lot number, and the quantity issued or 
received.  You must make sure that common entries match everywhere they appear.  It does not matter in what 
order you check the forms.  Use the table at the top of the next page for a quick reference of what to check where.

After Inspecting

Upon completion of the inspection, tell the unit commander and the ammunition NCO of the deficiencies you 
noted.  These deficiencies will form the basis for the basic load inspection report that you will write when you 
return to the QA/QC Section.  Normally, there is no set format for this report.  See the example in Figure 7.  
Prepare the report in accordance with policy and procedures established within your command.  Usually the report 
includes a list of deficiencies and what must be done to make the ammunition or storage area serviceable.
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Write the report within 30 days.  Make it in four copies.  Send the original copy of the report to the unit 
commander through command channels.  At the same time, send a courtesy copy of the report directly to the unit 
commander.  Send another copy of the report to: US Army Materiel Command (AMC), 5001 Eisenhower 
Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22333-0001.  AMC uses these reports to develop a trend analysis to help evaluate basic
load stocks and improve their management.  Keep the fourth copy of the report for your files.  (If you have 
inspected a National Guard unit, make five copies of the report and send one to: Chief, National Guard Bureau, 
ATTN: NGB-ARO-AM, 5600 Columbia Pike, Falls Church, VA 22041-5125.)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

In addition to basic load inspections, you may be called upon to make technical assistance visits to units that 
the QA/QC section supports.  Technical assistance is a dry-run inspection to see how well a unit would do in a 
real basic load inspection or to see if deficiencies noted on the annual basic load inspection have been corrected 
(see paragraph 3 in Figure 7).  Units visited can be Reserve Component, National Guard, or active Army.  In 
addition to unit basic loads, technical assistance can be provided for ammunition operations, mission loads, or 
contingency operations.
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Figure 7.  A Unit Basic Load Inspection Report.
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Figure 7.  A Unit Basic Load Inspection Report (Continued)
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You treat a technical assistance visit the same as you treat a basic load inspection, including getting 
documentation from the S4 and reporting to the unit commander.  You inspect the same as in a real inspection.  
Afterwards, you notify the unit commander and the ammunition NCO of any discrepancies and safety violations 
and of the corrective actions required.  You have 30 days to write your report.  It is like the basic load inspection 
report, but you send out only one, the original, directly to the unit commander.  Keep a copy for your files.

BASIC LOAD COMPUTATION

You may have to compute the basic load of a particular DODAC item during an inspection or technical 
assistance visit to see if the unit maintains the correct quantity according to its TOE/MTOE.

Start by reviewing the TOE/MTOE under which the unit is organized.  All the equipment the unit is 
authorized to have on hand by equipment level is in Section III: Equipment Allowances.  See Figure 5.  For the 
purpose of this subcourse, the unit is authorized the quantities listed under Equipment Level 1.

Next, look at the TOE/MTOE for the weapon systems the unit has.  Determine what weapon will go with 
each vehicle that the unit is authorized.  The Basic Load Requirements sheet (Figure 6) gives ammunition 
requirements that depend on vehicles that have the weapon.

Two examples are given here for computing basic load.  The first, ball cartridge, 5.56 millimeter, is relatively 
simple.  The second, cartridge, 7.62 millimeter, is more complicated.  You must understand these procedures 
thoroughly before you try any computations on your own.

Example 1: Ball Cartridge, 5.56 Millimeter

Look at Figure 5.  Go down the list and find "Rifle 5.56 millimeter.  M16A1 W/E."  To the right, listed under 
Equipment Level 1, you will find that the unit is authorized 189 rifles.

Next, find the quantity of ammunition by type that is authorized per weapon system.  This information must 
be extracted from the Basic Load Requirements sheet tabulated by the S3 (operations and training officer}, which 
usually comes with the basic load directive (the cover letter with the TOE/MTOE that gives the unit the authority 
to request its basic load).  See Figure 6.  Look in the Weapon/Equipment column.  You will find "Rifle 5.56mm" 
listed.  Below it, you will see the type of ammunition fired by the weapon-"Ctg. 5.56mm." Under "Ctg. 5.56mm," 
there are two types of cartridges authorized to be in the basic load, ball and tracer.

To determine the total quantity of 5.56mm ball cartridges authorized, multiply the rounds authorized per 
weapon, which is found in the column to the right on the sheet, by the number of weapons.

If you are doing the entire unit basic load, you will have to go through this procedure for each item authorized 
for the unit basic load.
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If you are computing the basic load of a DODAC item to verify its accuracy, go to the property record (DA 
Form 3328) of the unit (see Figure 8) after you have determined the authorization.  In this example, look at the 
Required Alw block at the bottom of the form.  You will see the entry "68,040."  This is the same amount that was 
computed for ball cartridge, 5.56 millimeter.  To the right on the form is the Authorized Alw block, which shows
"68,400."  The reason for the two different figures is that the ASP issues basic load ammunition in the full, 
standard pack; in this case, that exceeds the unit's authorization.  This is because the basic load directive message 
always states, "If the unit is authorized to exceed its authorization, or if it exceeds authorization, it must draw to 
the next higher full pack."

Example 2: Cartridge, 7.62 Millimeter

Figuring the basic load requirement for this ammunition is more complicated, because it is used in different 
machine guns in more than one place.  First, go to the unit TOE/MTOE and find machine gun 7.62 millimeter (see 
Figure 9).  There are two entries, light flexible (M60) and fixed (M219).  Start with the M60, Line L92386.  Look 
at Equipment Level 1 to find how many weapons the unit is authorized.  In this case, the unit is authorized nine 
machine guns.

Next, look at the Weapons Component for Vehicles sheet to see if the weapon system is a component of a 
vehicle that the unit is authorized.  The Weapons Component for Vehicles sheet is tabulated by the S3.  In the 
abbreviated example in Figure 10, there are two vehicles with machine guns that use 7.62-millimeter ammunition.  
They are the combat vehicle antitank: improved TOW vehicle, which has the M60, and the tank, combat, full 
tracked.  105mm gun, which has the M219.  The first machine gun used here to figure the unit basic load of 7.26-
millimeter ammunition is the M60.  Go to the TOE (see Figure 9) and find out how many improved TOW 
vehicles the unit is authorized at Equipment Level 1.  It is three.  Since no other vehicle requires the M60 machine 
gun as a component, the other six machine guns authorized are used on the ground.

The next step for computing the basic load for the M60 machine gun, is to look at the Basic Load 
Requirements sheet and find out how many rounds are authorized.  Looking at Figure 6, you see that machine gun 
M60, light flexible, is authorized 3,100 rounds per weapon.  Continuing on the same sheet, you find combat 
vehicle, antitank.  You learn that the same machine gun is a component of the improved TOW vehicle.  In this 
case, 600 rounds are authorized per weapon.

Since the unit is authorized nine of the light flexible M60 machine guns, it is a simple process of multiplying 
what is authorized per weapon against the required number of weapons.  Take the first situation, where the M60 
machine gun is operated on the ground.  You know that six of these weapons will be used on the ground.

That leaves the three weapons that go with the improved TOW vehicle.

Now, add the two amounts.
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Figure 8.  Completed DA Form 3328 (Property Record).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000.
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 9.  Extract of TOE 17375L000 (Continued).
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Figure 10.  Extract of a Weapons Component for Vehicles Sheet.

You still are not finished with the basic load computation for this type of ammunition.  There is the other 
machine gun that uses 7.62-millimeter ammunition (see Line L92352 in Figure 9).  It is the M219, a component 
of a tank.  There are 58 full-tracked combat tanks authorized (see Line V13101 in Figure 9), each with one M219 
machine gun (see Figure 10).  The Basic Load Requirements sheet in Figure 6 shows 7,500 rounds of 7.26-
millimeter ammunition authorized.

After you make the calculation for the tank requirement, add that amount to the rounds authorized for the light 
flexible M60 machine gun to get the total authorization for 7.62-millimeter ammunition.

Your computation of the basic load authorization for cartridge, 7.62 millimeter is complete.
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REVIEW EXERCISES

Circle the letter of the correct answer to each question.

1. Where do you go first when you arrive at the unit you are to inspect for unit basic load?

a. The S4.

b. The unit commander.

c. The chief of the ammunition office.

2. Upon what do you base your unit basic load inspection report?

a. Items actually on hand.

b. Status of markings and packaging.

c. Item discrepancies.

d. Properly filled-out DA Form 2062.

3. You are checking the unit's property book during a basic load inspection.  What form is the source 
document for making up DA Form 3328?

a. DA Form 3328-1.

b. DD Form 3022.

c. DA Form 581.

d. DA Form 09-038H.

4. What is the purpose of the DA Form 2062 in basic load transactions?

a. To sub-hand receipt ammunition.

b. To request basic load ammunition.

c. To compute authorized allowances.

d. To be a continuation form for serial and/or lot numbers.

5. What entry is made in the Location block of DA Form 3328-1 when using ammunition lot numbers?

a. ASP numbers.

b. Document number.

c. Hand receipt number.

d. Stock number.
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Questions 6 through 8 test your ability to inspect unit property records on basic load for completeness and 
accuracy.  Use Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the information below.

NSN 1305-00-914-4719-A068
Cartridge 5.56mm, tracer M193 (basic load requirement: 21,840)
1,640 rounds per box
HN D 34963
Unit Identification Code WB3JAA
USAREUR REG 710-65
Document Number 6071-0001
Property Book Officer (PBO), CPT William Sharp, 229th Ordnance Company
1st Magazine Platoon Leader, CW2 Thomas Moor
2nd Magazine Platoon Leader, W01 James U. Tanner
HR 1 is the HQ Platoon, which received two boxes of ammunition
HR 2 is the 1st Magazine Platoon, which received four boxes of ammunition
HR 3 is the 2nd Magazine Platoon, which received four boxes of ammunition
HR 4 is the Service Platoon, which received three boxes of ammunition
Equipment Level 1
ASP issued to full depot pack for basic load items
Basic load directive states: "The basic load will not exceed authorization.  Units are authorized to draw to 

the next highest full box."
Ammunition is being issued to the 2nd Magazine Platoon by unit supply personnel.
The platoon is to receive four boxes of the ammunition and all transactions are completed on 6072.

6. You have inspected the unit basic load of ammunition and have found deficiencies in the property book 
entries.  What deficiencies were noted on the DA Form 3328 in Figure 11?

a. Date posted and UIC wrong.

b. Document number and allowances wrong.

c. Stock number and item description wrong.

d. Balance and required allowances wrong.

7. What deficiencies were noted on the DA Form 3328-1 in Figure 12?

a. Item description and serial/registration number wrong.

b. Stock number and lot number wrong.

c. UIC and hand receipt number wrong.

d. Quantity received and UIC not in agreement.

8. What deficiencies were noted on the DA Form 2062 in Figure 13?

a. Stock number and lot number inverted.

b. Lot number and quantity not in agreement with DA Form 3328-1.

c. Platoon leader is not the authorized hand receipt holder.

d. Nomenclature and hand receipt number wrong.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12.
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Figure 13.
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9. What do you do during unit basic load inspection and technical assistance visits besides inspecting 
ammunition?

a. Inspect the work flow in the maintenance section.
b. Perform a strength test on any tarpaulins used.
c. Check the motor pool area.
d. Check for safety violations.

10. What is the basic load requirement in rounds for 5.56-millimeter tracer ammunition using Equipment Level 
1?  Use the information in Figures 5 and 6.

a. 98,400.
b. 15,120.
c. 20,400.
d. 98,600.

Recheck your answers to the Review Exercises.  When you are satisfied that you have answered every 
question to the best of your ability, check your answers against the Exercise Solutions.  If you missed three or 
more questions, you should retake the entire lesson, paying particular attention to the areas in which your answers 
were incorrect.
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EXERCISE SOLUTIONS

1. b (page 6)
2. a (page 14)
3. c (page 6)
4. a (page 6)
5. c (page 10)
6. b (page 31)
7. d (pages 31 and 32)
8. a (page 30)
9. d (page 14)

10. b (pages 11 and 12)
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